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General Comment

If you didn't watch 60 minutes, you missed President Tiny Hands' sharing his incredible expertise on the 
subject of global warming.

I think something's happening. Something's changing and it'll change back again. I don't think it's a hoax, I 
think there's probably a difference. But I don't know that it's manmade."

Okay, President Tiny Hands previously said that climate change was a hoax, now he says that it's not a hoax. 
He previously said that the climate was not changing, now he says that it is changing. Could this mean that he 
is shedding a few layers of stupidity?

"I'm not denying climate change. But it could very well go back. You know, we're talking about over a 
millions of years. They say that we had hurricanes that were far worse than what we just had with Michael."

Haha, just kidding. President Tiny Hands has just adopted the GOP's patented "non denial" brand of climate 
change alternative facts. Which is to claim that nobody knows. Sure, nearly all scientists have reached a 
consensus on this, buuut...

"Look, scientists also have a political agenda."

Think about it. For thirty years GOP wingnuts denied that the earth was warming at all. They even argued that 
it was cooling. Only after ten straight years of record breaking temperatures did they finally abandon this 
argument, never admitting that they were wrong. Their new line is: well maybe it's gotten warmer recently, 
but perhaps it will get cooler soon. Who knows?

#PresidentTinyHands #GOPWingnuts #AlternativeFacts
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